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children are beautiful enough to have to look at four tailed bandage of
back of head—

and then there was the adhesive plaster strapping of the shoulder

is used to immobilize and support injured of course in the middle of applications
of slings— the trouble anchor the bandage above the elbow trying to tell also
satisfactory means for securing traction that ﬁnish the bandage with two circular
turns the triangle bandage of the shoulder is used the middle of

the crossed spiral

bandage of the eye is used house— something good applications of slings
to happen to in that position by means of bandage reins— failing the triangle bandage
of scalp or forehead is an excellent means eyesight and secure the folds of the recurrent
turns with a circular turn at the base of the ﬁnger loving and waiting a splint
fashioned from a piece of wood hating for anything else the triangle bandage of
scalp or forehead is an excellent means— slings was continue the procedure
gradually working to a higher level on ears and forehead life and the triangular arm
sling with shoulder suspension time and the cravat bandage of jaw code and the
underpinning was just right— time to tell the suspensory bandage of the breast that
was nameless faceless the bandage is terminated with two or three circular turns—
holding it is advisable to place a gauze pad in the axilla on the affected side two
cravats are necessary ﬁre and bring ends of cravat upward to top of head name open
the lower three or four shirt buttons— the webbed traction strap illustrated here was
useless and fold a small hem at the base of the triangle missed everyone place hand in
center of open triangle bandage used to know place fully opened triangle in same
position the cravat bandage of the leg missed the splint support which incidentally
is interchangeable friends and ﬁnish the bandage with two circular turns missed
years and back and the tied ends over the chest missed what a large area of skin
to which an ointment has been applied took splint for the arm the person the murrayjones traction splint wanted use of a mild antiseptic and small gauze dressings is
advisable— a mild antiseptic and small gauze dressings love place hand in center
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of open triangle bandage up in the air the suspensory bandage of the breast harmed a
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few circular turns about the part to be bandaged use of a mild antiseptic and small gauze
dressings is advisable no end—

there was a trail there— electronic urges and simpler ways of saying the cravat
bandage of the shoulder or axilla things that people became famous for in the old
days— hopeless urge and even if the triangular bandage is simply a piece
of muslin folded upon itself the apex personal and not as bad as if a smaller
bandage is needed falling out of the way in the future— but the triangle can
be folded upon itself built and a base somewhat over ﬁfty inches home on
a foundation of mud and every time the earth shook or the longest side of the triangle
is called the base any type of weather this bandage is used only as a temporary
expedient— for such bandages slow spiral turns homeless version less poison—
that was adhesive plaster strappings and applications of slings came out of
the rain for no particular reason— the triangle bandage of hip is used to retain
dressings home in the middle the bandage can be improvised night even by one
with little experience wanted what the bandage can be improvised wanted and the
triangle bandage of the hip wanted to tell prepare two triangle bandages what the
triangle bandage of the hip— two cravats are necessary music didn’t draw the ends
around the head— continue the ends around the head tie second cravat around the head
all tie second cravat around the head with center over the dark the cravat bandage
of forehead or ear and the cravat bandage of eye time and continue the ends around
the head portions of a large handkerchief sheet pillow slip life the rest had
a square of material and then cutting along one diagonal just had to scream out
and then cutting more attention triangular bandaging technique is entirely different
from that which must be learned more detail— this side is known as the apex used
the other two points of the triangle are referred to as the “ends” or “tails” decision—
a four-tailed bandage was the four-tailed bandage of the back of the head hopeless
attention to detail that is used to retain dressings over scalp injuries harmed
the four-tailed bandage of the forehead is used if the four-tailed bandage of the
forehead— adhesive plaster strappings thought open the lower three or four
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shirt buttons a picture the injured arm placed in such position the chest and arm
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muse and the elbow should be ﬂexed sufﬁciently detail still the detail haunted
shoulder suspension is used to support an injured forearm— but where such a sling
in addition to others frequently employed and when a clavicle shoulder or side
of the neck is injured and what place apex of triangle bandage over one shoulder
and pass the ends with the body of the bandage covering position employed as means
for covering a “weeping” skin raged uncontrolled for an ointment
has been applied— place apex of triangle bandage over one shoulder notion
the triangular bandage is simply a piece of muslin it can be prepared very easily that
decided a base somewhat over ﬁfty inches— the triangle can be folded upon itself
at ﬁrst it can be prepared very easily— this side is known as the apex the other two
points of the triangle the elements anchor bandage above the elbow forgotten
the ﬁgure-of-8 bandage of the front of the elbow is used just troubled terminate
bandage with circular turns above elbow— the crossed spiral bandage of the eye rest
the application is terminated with circular turns invasion is terminated with circular
turns and lower on the opposite side of the head— to the forehead and thence over
the side of the head the face and utilizing about two turns fewer the middle the crossed
spiral bandage of the eye the room minding utilizing about two turns fewer the cat
the application is terminated with circular turns silently— when adhesive plaster
covers a large area of skin after hours straight serving and seeing places
unquestionably this is the quickest way connection for all too frequently the fast “yank”
will also remove superﬁcial layers of skin— places use of a mild antiseptic and small
gauze dressings is advisable thoughtlessly the time-honored the triangle bandage
of scalp or forehead entered and carry the ends of the triangle backward directly
above the ears— conversely if the level anteriorly is just above the eyebrows change
the station turn the apex upward enter in something completely different if the level
anteriorly is just above the eyebrows and God conversely time the bandage will not
come loose with ordinary use— the triangular bandage is simply a piece of muslin
the prophets this side is known as the apex— the other two points of the triangle
are referred to as the “ends” or “tails”— the crossed spiral bandage of the eye is used

continue the same turns slowly spiraling the application is terminated with circular
turns—
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3.

maybe for a million dollars or maybe if

the transverse recurrent bandage of the head

is used the tailed bandage is a very useful and easily prepared agent the scultetus
bandage or binder as it is commonly called— the tailed bandages can be secured by
tying opposite ends light at the end of the tunnel— a position and a pose and
a potion— the tailed bandages can be secured by tying opposite ends became a
problem very quickly and there was running and there was hating but the ﬁgure-of-8
bandage of the foot with heel exposed— and the tied ends over the chest had to do
the triangle bandage of scalp or forehead whatever bring ends of the ﬁrst cravat
upward to the top of the eye— a million bits the cravat bandage of the eye and can
be used merely to rest or shield an eye name and ask continue the ends around the
head to help tie second cravat around the head— help or it can be used merely to
rest or shield an eye help the cravat bandage of eye is used to retain dressings over an
eye— the triangle is opened to its full size group is a group

and a collective urges

bring the apex to the base to do the same for every last one employed as a sling to
support an injured part of the body— but an injured part of the body a partner once
and support an injured part of the body faith and reasons for not using straight pins
should be very obvious a system for getting what the triangle is called the base and
the point opposite this side is known as the apex— the rest two triangular bandages
with sides thirty-six inches long was passion and in and then cutting along one
diagonal and life without the triangle can be folded upon itself a sufﬁcient number of
times— but there were better people than it can be prepared very easily in
a satisfactory size— and then cutting along one diagonal were the longest side of
the triangle is called the base were good at what the triangular bandage is the most
valuable one for emergency bandaging— and then cutting along one diagonal did and
who were able if a smaller bandage is needed subsist in a second and who were
able the other two points of the triangle are referred to as the ends or tails exist on
the promises and yield two triangular bandages with side thirty-six inches long—

up the ends or tails ﬁght and the rest would to reduce its size to that desired—
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touching a secure the folds of the recurrent turns with a circular turn— where it is
terminated with a few circular turns was in the bandage almost to the end of the ﬁnger
store and where it is terminated with a few circular turns was carry the bandage
around the ﬁngertip— a home for continue with ﬁgure-of-8 turns— the limit to
continue with ﬁgure-of-8 turns— the future without make three recurrent turns over
the ﬁnger— continue with ﬁgure-of-8 turns in line at the post ofﬁce— perhaps place
basic anchor on the wrist terminated with a few circular turns and secured by tying—
conversely if the level anteriorly is just above the eyebrows and posteriorly below
and turn the apex upward into the crossed ends to be conversely if the level
anteriorly the bandage will not come loose with ordinary use drained by what turn
the apex upward into the folds of the crossed ends— place the bandage under
the patient’s back remember things draw the next two tails over the abdomen think
except for fastening the ﬁnal pair of tails— and draw snugly and pin asking for love
and draw the next two tails over the abdomen asking for the vision of place
the bandage under the patient’s back and the scultetus bandage of the abdomen is used
to retain large dressings which require frequent changes— place basic anchor on wrist
still continue with ﬁgure-of-8 turns overlapping only half of each preceding turn—
if there and secured by tying trouble and if there where it is terminated with a few
circular turns a position encircle the base of the ﬁnger with one turn of the bandage
across the dorsum of the hand to the wrist where it is terminated with a few circular
turns and secured by tying— carry bandage around ﬁngertip home a home with
a few circular turns and secured by tying and all secured by tying need the system
secured by tying and the system to hold onto— encircle the wrist with ends and
a snippet the triangle bandage of the hand is used— and the triangle bandage
of the hand life at home with an open window fold the excess bandage along the sides
a question of where fold the excess bandage as it gets later and later encircle wrist
with ends and tie in a square knot—

and broken bones are common injuries and often are the cause of permanent
disability— so cold to the touch and the feeling that when a bone is broken
or crushed was ﬂeeting and where when a bone is broken conversely when
a wound does unite— from the skin to the broken ends of the bones ribbon and
in most instances the sufferer would have fared better— of course there was with
no wound little conversely when a wound does unite conversely determine
with the broken ends of bone was just so said to be a simple fracture was never
enough good things jack-knifed onto the seat of an automobile and rushed at
breakneck speed to a hospital emergency room— and if there were secrets when
a bone is broken or crushed ignorance and to be a simple fracture difﬁculties
the broken end of the bones— how frequently have we all seen an injured man
lifted gave a great big who the broken ends of the bones get on with the broken
ends of the bones to get on with— the use of a sling was high time to let go
and high time to turn up such a sling in addition to others frequently employed
and high time to tend to the use of a sling in which one end passes under the axilla
on the injured side— place apex of triangle bandage in a similar manner up
beginning the bandage at the back this bandage is used only as a temporary
expedient told this bandage is used only something and a large area of skin
excitement was certainly not a large area of skin to which an ointment had been
applied a large area of skin was all the triangle bandage of chest or back well
with the body of the bandage covering the back— a large area of skin explosion
it is employed as a means for covering a weeping skin eruption hand it is
employed as a means end a large area of skin to which ointment has been
applied the doctor lawyer nurse and whatever this bandage is used only
as a temporary expedient to retain dressings over large wounds such as burns—
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6.

the middle of this picture was certainly an application of slings—

the middle

of all this evidence there were lean years and good times when a clavicle, shoulder
or side of the neck is injured— a vehicle or side of the neck particular
genius and when a clavicle, shoulder suffer and a sling from
the neck uncomfortable for what the injured clavicle or shoulder area—
but the book doesn’t tell any lies and there is a water cooler and a life and if
higher than the level of the elbow name knot in which both ends of the sling
are tied this will come the knot in which both ends of the sling are tied
violation the tied ends over the chest the promise and everything this bandage
lived in a similar manner asked a large area of skin the minimum was and what
this type of bandage to take part in this picture— or a large area of skin
to which an ointment has been applied land of make-believe and to which
an ointment has been applied as a means for covering a “weeping” skin
there is nothing between one end and the apex not even this demon to which
an ointment has been applied does what it does and nothing not even
the knots would lessen discomfort light at the end or a large area of skin
the rainbow that does what or a large area of skin— or a large area
of skin lamb, of course and the triangle bandage of chest or back had to go
higher and higher
manner—

and what did it or a large area of skin— nothing in a similar

and if there was surgery to be done— tie second cravat around the head fountain
and the time in-between draw the ends around the head curse the day
bring ends of ﬁrst cravat upward— the cravat bandage of eye and prove a point
the cravat bandage of eye the rest is speculation— an avoidance

of trials and trials

and losing the cravat bandage of eye words for no good reason at all—
the cravat bandage of eye was deﬁnitely dependability in the home and the reason
for continue the ends around the head support was a major justiﬁcation include
the suspended ends permit and the cravat bandage of eye— the cravat bandage
of eye did in and out of character the cravat bandage of forehead never-never land
the cravat bandage of eye— place hand in center place carry one end across
the foundations of the triangle bandage of the hand— the triangle bandage
of hand struggle encircle the wrist depended on the triangle bandage of hand
take carry one end across hand this house and into a new world—
place hand dedicated to the proposition of a new life and if only the triangle
bandage a little bit abandoned carry other end around wrist moved
and shaken the world— from any cloth on stilts and here is another here
is another of its features here the bandage can be improvised turns
into something but be careful the triangle bandage of hip wish for will not come
loose just may come true— any cloth of suitable size very powerful
feelings

before that point and all bring the body of the triangle over necessary

documents and the world hip, groin, or a cure and this can be substituted
blessing and even is another of its features daughter the speed with which this
bandage can be applied— tie the ends on ghosts of someone coming through
the air and the light and from any cloth of suitable size— these areas are
quite difﬁcult to learn and master just a somebody not just the point which is
would have been like helping fasten the apex of the opened triangle which was
impossible to do—
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and then at the movie theater and the time and the time before that—
that was deﬁnitely passion and the position of running up the hill and asking
is another of its features to do tie the ends to do to defend inspect
the junction honor is another of its features— side of the triangle arms and
side of the triangle images side of the triangle were all by utilizing a square
of material a defensive position and this side is known as the apex information
thrown to the triangle can be folded upon itself and run side of the triangle
and hold the other two points of the triangle the light like the lowest
a smaller bandage is needed something is called the base found can be learned
and mastered— the longest side of the triangle living and breathing voice that
could have come out of the blue and asked cut to the shape of a triangle the best
in this world and all this side is known as the apex to ask side of the triangle
question and then cutting along one diagonal invent the promise of something
bright and brand new— referred to as “ends” or “tails” deception that would
never end, hidden as it were in new places and there is mystery in this connection
and in this defense but the particulars are many sided and God is good and God
is needed— are referred to as the “ends” or “tails” hands the other two points
voice of the past and this could go on forever if necessary and this could go
on forever until the magic of the ﬁnal the other two points of the triangle comes
it can be prepared very easily and carries the triangle can be folded out
and into

the other two points of the triangle— this side is known as the apex

would have left the place this will yield two triangular bandages and
utilizing a square the triangle can be folded upon something better two triangular
bandages all of that a piece of muslin bleached or unbleached a question
and feeling a base somewhat over ﬁfty inches right and a sufﬁcient number of
times falling a sufﬁcient number of times packages at the door by utilizing a square
of material completely irresponsible the triangle can be folded upon due an apology

the drama side of the triangle

caused if a smaller bandage is needed and every cloud has a silver lining—
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9.

the four-tailed bandage of the forehead this can be prepared from almost any
type of cloth would of course tell the four-tailed bandage of the back too late
the four-tailed bandage of the forehead the best thing to do

is to not say a word

and keep the four-tailed bandage of the back of the head— put up carried downward
shut up and the four-tailed bandage of the head is used remembers above
the eyebrows was even bring the lower tails backwards— but the ride was—
its advantage lies in its utter simplicity and any type of cloth thick and there
were

thoughtful promises made and many, many things to think about—

the dressing almost any type of cloth and there was a picture it can be prepared
and there really was very little to learn and to hear about but a piece of material
about thirty inches long a better day

its advantages are the same— with a bit

of pain and the longing for a life there was little else here but the noise
incessant and invasive and if only secure the folds of the recurrent turns at the base
of the ﬁnger— the wrist where it is terminated plain palm and secured by tying
and the title of this is nothing more each preceding turn until the entire ﬁnger
is bandaged— the wrist where it is terminated lame excuse for a life of work
for a life of work but think each preceding turn in a different skin where it is
terminated don’t pollute or cause encircle the base trouble for this where it
is terminated with a few circular turns and secured by tying—

continue the same turns came in the mail and caused is terminated with circular
turns— ﬁrst there was a word and then there was some kind of sailing on a boat
to continue the same turns slowly spiraling each successive turn higher
on the cheek and eye— lower the opposite side of the head thousands
the opposite side of the head the application is terminated that place to lend
carrying the bandage lower on the face a hand continue the same turns only
continue the same turns the application is terminated with circular turns seeking is
terminated with circular turns— two turns fewer better at spelling over time and
could accurately type straight this will cause discomfort in many patients—
turn higher on the cheek and eye and lower on the opposite side of the head—
the ear can be exposed by carrying the bandage lower on the face—
the application is terminated would remain hidden, however is terminated with
circular turns— there was a violent collision and the promise of this was too quick
and it almost killed to the forehead and thence over the side of the head
at a higher level but there was no one there to give carrying the bandage lower
on the face and the world continued and utilizing about two turns fewer—
but if there are disappointments in store, then a dressing over the injured eye
the butterﬂies are off continue the same turns slowly spiraling each successive turn
higher on the cheek and eye— accomplished quite easily by holding the thumb two
each turn overlapping part of the preceding one the bandage is referred to as
a spica spica bandages may ascend or descend a limb— almost done spica
bandages may ascend or descend a limb and the summer when several ﬁgure-of-8
turns are applied coming and each turn overlapping part of the preceding one
there couldn’t be a thing spica bandages may ascend or descend a limb and are named
from the truth but identify and eliminate that which holds each turn overlapping
a part of the preceding one—
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maybe however if the bandage is turned over on each turn the completed bandage
will be neat and snug— maybe that is if the bandage was proceeding up an arm
dreams will come true but by then it will be proceeding down the arm a million
more times and thought worse the trick is to keep the bandage is referred to
as a spica spica bandages may ascend or descend a limb— there were horses out
on the mountaintop— there were noisy neighbors turns are applied each turn
overlapping part of the preceding one— there were issues of privacy and seizure of
private property and what each turn overlapping part of the preceding one say
and the angle formed by each reversal should be the same had to say was just each
turn overlapping part of the preceding one and there had to be more there just had
to be more— but the science of this

day and of this event and if this is the dark

horse that that is if the bandage was proceeding up an arm talked about and if
reversal of the bandage in the same straight line see the nature of some things
exhibited at an early age even, then reversal of the bandage in the same straight
line— each turn overlapping part of the preceding one now please, if resilient
bandages are made from rubber and if only bandages are tied together relish this
and if only bandages are used for larger parts of the body could love this and if
only these bandages are used primarily could never have to move from this place
the material chosen will depend on the purpose help once ﬂannel is used for warmth
there and the immediacy of heroics and protection against pressure from plaster-ofparis casts and said roller bandages are tied together at the free ends— the material
chosen will depend on the purpose for which the bandage is to be utilized—
in addition to gauze the future and found that to survive from specially woven
cotton (ace, adaptic, etc.) to heal the material chosen will depend on the purpose
this is no nirvana and this is no the bandages will vary in length— these
are usually manufactured from gauze and simple and if when two roller bandages
wanted to live when two roller bandages are tied together at the initial free ends the
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12.

the material chosen will depend on the purpose of course it is nothing short of
negligence to cleanse a wound carefully and then have the wound re-exposed
to infection— a poorly applied bandage looks ragged and disorderly to tell a poorly
applied bandage looks ragged to watch the screen and ask a lot of questions
to impress the teacher, but a poorly applied bandage looks ragged the teacher
and there was as a rule one can not simply wind a bandage and expect it to remain
ﬁrm a thing as a rule one can not had to get hit and this was expect it to remain
ﬁrm and secure very interested insert as a rule one can not simply wind a bandage—
it has often been said that bandaging is an art the one with if a part must be
bandaged it should be bandaged well and with for each roll and fold
of the bandage must support other layers— a little below the knees, and how little
wonder then that we are not able to dress a part as well— well, at times it out
of deﬁance and at times it was out of suffering
perceptibly

and the temperature dropped

then— the telephone did not ring and the patient’s hands

should be tied remember living the patient’s hands should be tied together trying
to earn a cravat is tied over the patient’s brows and making decision after decision
and the thought of all of that came to while the neck is being held in extension
in a dream the patient’s hands should be tied together— repeat
the procedure on the sidewalk and the adhesive plaster strapping of the knee walk and
leer the adhesive plaster strapping of the knee and then curse from the outer side
of the leg to the inner side of the thigh but sometimes it was simple rebellion for
place foot in corrected position of love, as if it would have been possible place foot
in corrected position and have patient hold it in that position— the moment came
repeat the procedure with successive strips of adhesive plaster in a dream and there
were the adhesive plaster strapping of the knee singers place foot in corrected
position dream and there were thirty songs the adhesive plaster strapping
of the knee is widely utilized dream and three-inch-wide strip on the leg words

on the leg songs without words repeat the procedure until well above the ankle—
and each strip overlying half the width of a preceding strip were connected

the

adhesive plaster strapping of the knee and all it should extend from at least two
inches below the patella and all the people walking and some the gibney method
for strapping an ankle has withstood the test of time years and years and there
would never be an escape and there would never be admiration from

it should

extend from at least two inches below the patella but the night carry it around
the heel the excitement started repeat the procedure until well above the ankle—
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13.

there was really a lot to say and don’t do not demand

bed-rest— a voice

and all the charm and management of cases with extensive or severe wounds
organize application of a plaster-of-paris cast— if fractures of the bones
of the upper extremities wanted what extensive or severe wounds wanted and if
the fractured limb there at the moment to facilitate transportation of such cases—
quite obviously slings are used might as well stay put and lift ambulant cases the
so-called “walking wounded” are able to remain ambulant in many instances only
because of the use of a sling— the ﬁrst place was of the fractured limb
and the doctor and the position— lessens the discomfort of the wound or burn
suffered by the patient a picture of

a plaster-of-paris cast in the sand could have

done what the bones of the upper extremities could have done severe wounds or
burns of an upper extremity requires the use of a sling to rest the part to do
anything else but giving up can’t have this simple measure favors more rapid
healing out of the mouths the use of a sling to rest the part and at the movie
theater and in and when possible arms encased in casts are supported in slings
and why use of a sling is made in the management of fractures of the bones—
it doesn’t matter the bones of the upper extremities doesn’t matter lessens
the discomfort of the wound or burn suffered by the patient doesn’t matter and if
only management of cases with extensive or severe wounds or burns— if only quite
obviously slings are used most frequently for injuries which, although often very
painful do not demand bed-rest— place hand in center of open triangle bandage
pounding fold apex over ﬁngers onto back of hand the heart and carry one end
across hand and around wrist today and tomorrow will live in encircle the wrist with
ends and that there will be fold apex over ﬁngers onto back of hand in a long
line of fold the excess bandage and all the changes in the world encircle the wrist
with ends— encircle wrist with ends the times hate place foot in the center
of open triangle bandage—

if the next story was or a large area of skin to which an ointment has been
applied the privilege of being alive and the rest of the story was a large area of
skin about identity and a large area of skin to which an ointment had been
applied— but the better this type of bandage on ambulatory patients did win
the game and there was no gimmick here and there was nothing but the truth
and the whole truth so help or a large area of skin to which an ointment has been
applied— a vacation was all the triangle bandage of chest or back nose started
bleeding again and before place apex of triangle bandage over one shoulder and
pass the ends around the lower chest— the cravat bandage of eye many years the
cravat bandage of eye— a person who never the cravat bandage of eye is used to
retain dressings over an eye or it can be used merely to rest or shield— a person
who would never let the cravat bandage of eye get in the way of include
the suspended ends of the ﬁrst cravat under the second cravat living the suspended
ends of the ﬁrst cravat let events get in the way of secure the bandage
by tying on the same side as the injury living it was just that it must be applied
obliquely around the head in a fog secure the bandage by tying on the same side
as the injury couldn’t move fast enough bring ends of the ﬁrst cravat upward to top
of head—
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15.

make mention this will yield two triangular bandages with sides thirty-six inches
long— there is a lot the triangle can be folded upon itself here in the world
and the triangle can be folded upon itself a sufﬁcient number of times by the hand
the triangular bandage is simply a piece of muslin— a name, a real name the longest
side of the triangle is called the base and the point opposite this side is known as
the apex—

that was feeling quick and longing for some kind of

such a sling in addition

to others frequently employed but the trouble is continuous and there is no end
to when a clavicle shoulder or side of the neck is injured— such a sling
life when a clavicle shoulder or side of the neck of this world when it is quick
and when a clavicle shoulder or side— but is there the sling should be as wide
as possible at the base— a shirt tail too can afford excellent support as a sling in
and out in and out— when a clavicle shoulder or side of the neck is injured
one end passes under the axilla on the injured side— with the sling should
be as wide as possible ﬁngers noted slings made from diapers neckerchiefs
sheeting all beyond belief and there were a shirt tail too can afford excellent
support days and when a clavicle shoulder or side of the neck is injured
virtues it becomes impracticable a treasure and across the injured clavicle
a tragedy gathering dust but the best mysteries are completely or over
the clavicle for undue pressure of the knot can cause pain and why the injured
clavicle or shoulder area the troubles in addition to others with anything
when a clavicle shoulder or side of the neck is injured— this higher than
the level of the elbow there were words for people like the knot in which both
ends of the sling are tied those were words were exclusive the knot in which
both ends of the sling are tied— a face in the clouds and the dip in the ways
it becomes impracticable to suspend a sling from the neck when a clavicle shoulder
or side of the neck and there was hurt and there was mystery when a clavicle
shoulder or side of the neck had been there alone it might a recently injured
forearm will tend to gravitate different, most certainly the use of a sling different
and the sling should be as wide as possible at the base— in addition to others
frequently employed remember shoulder or side of the neck is injured or when
a sling in which one end passes under the axilla of the middle of the pack
and why in which one end passes under the axilla— when a clavicle shoulder
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or side of the neck in the middle for undue pressure of the knot can cause pain
only ingenuity will limit the material from which suitable slings
can be improvised—

tie second cravat around the center of the head with center over rest two cravats are
necessary selﬁsh abuse and out of control children and the loss of

include

the suspended ends and the loss of two cravats are necessary and all for two—
for two cravats are necessary— and place center of a three or four inch cravat over
the dressing ashamed of most of the parts of secure bandage by tying on the same
side as the injury a stranger and continue the ends around the head— with
secure the bandage by tying torn up two cravats are necessary felt as ﬂat as
bring ends of ﬁrst cravat upward and as tied up two cravats are necessary— or it can
be used merely to rest mistake and tie second cravat around the head like joy
between bring ends of ﬁrst cravat upward not nice and there was no or it can
be used merely to rest— a long time ago it might have meant the cravat bandage
of the eye no trouble and no beginning

and no end—
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18.

with the average time between fold one triangle bandage as a cravat— allow
the remainder noise and all the fuss— the triangle bandage of the shoulder
supreme moment to just let it be to live and let live, but a soft pad under
the cravat in the axilla on the uninjured side never make the thickness of the
bandage at the lower part— comfort to the patient can be assured will never
beautify pass the ends of the triangle around the arm— if the triangle bandage
of the shoulder is used wanted to break

out of the box and extend the triangle

bandage of the shoulder extend pass the ends of the triangle around the arm—
fold one triangle bandage as a cravat and secure— painful breaks

and deep

embarrassment for the way at the base of the neck this can be accomplished by
tying— pass the ends of the triangle good the triangle bandage choose this way
to continue— with radios blaring and music playing and various other
embellishments— under the cravat in the axilla with a camera in the axilla on
the uninjured side with a hard and fast rule the triangle bandage involved
in anything outside fold one triangle bandage as a cravat— this is the voice
the triangle bandage of shoulder cared for strived for fought off on a wound of
shoulder or upper arm patriarchal ﬁgures under the cravat in the axilla on
the uninjured side— the bandage all seemed so simple although wider or narrower
bandages can be used but the life and then the back continuing thereafter and there
was no opportunity to be the anterior spica of the shoulder except in everyday ways
and by everyday means all up in the bandage of the senses continuing thereafter
of deaths and of suffering for nothing— although wider or narrower bandages can
be used to withhold with each successive turn— a vicious cycle and if only
then carry it across the back a little better and made a move and in
the latter bandage extended in the latter bandage extended beyond, on
its present the body crosses the chest ﬁrst and then the back—

and beyond

with anchor a two-inch bandage seed out in the world and this and carrying
the roll back toward the wrist time in the spiral reverse bandage hair here
applied to the forearm did involve myself it serves equally well to retain dressing
on other parts— to anchor each reverse with seeds and dirty with behavior and
violent with reasons to go on and on about nothing the spiral reverse bandage
really happy sitting uses the thumb to anchor each and listening to well-wishers
and on and on it went— where it stopped turn from elbow to wrist and encircle
there again— the spiral reverse bandage was

in front of anchor each reverse while

it is being made of days and weeks and liking and hating and anchor each reverse
while it is being made— the crossed spiral bandage of the eye investing in real life
decisions and the news all the news the application is terminated with circular
turns— there the crossed spiral bandage of the eye dependency and freedom and
noise sweet and holy noise and this the ear covered this will cause discomfort—
and utilizing about two turns fewer of every sense and of every and utilizing about
two turns— continue the bandage diagonally upward that stuff out the ear covered
this will cause discomfort and out utilizing about two turns fewer— eye and bridge
of the nose to the forehead to walk as proudly as comfort in many patients never
fear and never leverage anything the ear covered this will cause discomfort—
and bridge of the nose step in one direction if not in another and bridge
of the nose to the forehead—
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the needed pressure over the injury putting into of bandage turns and easily enough
a bandage should be applied snugly happened upon a thought or two that or an
increased number of turns would put elastic or adhesive bandage right would
put in almost all the bandages in the right frame knots should not be tied directly
over a wound this the eve of the patient— and if knots should not be tied it with
so much depending

on the cause and the greatness of events and the silence it was

knots should not be tied directly over a wound quiet a bandage cannot be secured
easily and there was nothing nor should a knot be located at a site where
the patient will be likely to lie on it to locate the knot at a place to start

the story

differently perhaps a site where the patient will likely appreciated the season in all
in many instances a bandage cannot be secured easily— a site where the patient
needed to buy a site where the patient will likely freedom a site where the patient
will be likely out a way to raise bandages on circular parts such as a ﬁnger toe
wrist— there were knots should not be tied at stake and visions of difﬁculties
and the thought that knots should not be tied directly over a wound maybe one
day the patient will be heroic would be the conduit for some heroics that could in
such cases the terminal two inches of the bandage can be tucked under— with that
thought in mind knots should not be tied directly over a wound out of bed and
started on this or at a location where discomfort to the patient will result that
a little later in such cases disappointed by in such cases the terminal two inches
and a site where the patient will be likely to lie

on it and all in many instances

a bandage cannot be secured easily reduced one must make doubly certain that all
tied ends are fastened— knots should not be tied on and on and the spiral reverse
bandage see the need for that manner of repeat the procedure remember when
the bandage is completed with circular turns remember when it serves equally well
to retain dressing on other parts up and not be bothered repeat the procedure—
perhaps then direct the bandage diagonally make a rapid spiral turn all alone

up and get out the roll back toward the wrist secretly severely and it is a simple
bandage to learn to meet it serves equally well to retain dressing on other parts
the crossed spiral bandage of the eye dream of days and when the crossed spiral
bandage of the eye tell lies little the ear covered here and there continue
the bandage diagonally upward across the cheek—
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the crossed spiral bandage of the eye is used to retain a dressing over an injured
eye— continue the bandage again, and the application is terminated with spiral
turns this is done each time ask by holding the thumb or if each turn overlapping
the preceding one— and there when several ﬁgure-of-8 turns are applied—
a ﬁgure-of-8 turn with upper anchor omitted story of the everyday withering and
the everyday a ﬁgure-of-8 turn was leveled and otherwise this is done each time
the bandage circles the part— when several ﬁgure-of-8 turns are applied above
the sky and the bandage in the same straight line and death of it can be used equally
well to bandage an entire limb and when several ﬁgure-of-8 turns are applied and
more however if the bandage is turned over on each turn— it will be proceeding
down the arm after the reversal is made— there are three common types
of bandages have to go and see what is really wrong when it’s wrong
and nobody is left they are the roller bandage the triangular bandage— if

this

at the present time bandages are manufactured all there are three common types
of bandages good work and at the present time bandages are manufactured
there is room for more and there is room for at the present time bandages are
manufactured no one noticed there are three common types of bandages calm
in the room quiet in the bedrooms and the morning continued on its each
bandage has its advantages— with the triangular bandage of direct and diminished
circumstances and it was something at the present time bandages are
manufactured from many different materials— such as gauze muslin ﬂannel
crinoline (sized gauze) rubber and the thought of every mention gauze and muslin
bandages don’t know what it is however gauze and muslin bandages— every
gauze and muslin bandages the same and a still smaller number has ever applied
follow they are the roller bandage but maybe but maybe and in the clear but that
and that and that and all the choice depends in large measure is just fantasy—
there are three common types of bandages remember the rain by with a triangular

and old it is no longer sterile— the halls and ofﬁce there are three common types
of bandages and horror just the horror of cars dropping into at the present time
bandages are manufactured— it was a rainy day and there are three common types
of bandages parked the car and walked into the theater after the show the beginner
in bandaging must learn at the outset that if a part requires a bandage—
and maybe sterile bandages can be purchased the sun will come out and maybe
the triangular bandage— split up or not split up and at the present time loves
bandages are manufactured and at the present time bandages loves are
manufactured from many different materials— most of us are very familiar with
the roller bandage in there are three common types of bandages independence
sterile material that is material free from all living germs is preferred— with at the
present time eyes and in there are three common types of bandages face and
wallet and keys and sunglasses however gauze and muslin bandages are the two
most commonly employed— the choice depends in large measure almost unlike
any other the beginner in bandaging must learn there are three common types
of bandages— but as soon as the package is opened and touched by the hands
this morning there are three common types perhaps too cold and too lonely
there are three common types of bandages— it is an axiom in good bandaging—
for instance if a wound is present on the forearm and it is elected to apply
a bandage to that wound— there are three common types dancing and singing
and noise

and recognition— and recognition and more and more of the same

that most of us are very familiar with roller bandages was in store the choice
depends in large measure on the material available—
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there was talk of seeds and how would it should be borne in mind constantly
that bandages to progress with

or without or any other pliable material of suitable

kind with or without it should be borne in mind constantly that bandages can be
improvised— in cars and at breakfast tables there were little conversations it
should be borne in mind that bandages infected the tailed bandage is the simplest
and trouble and times change and people change and slow and steady wins
the tailed bandage is the simplest of all and true, true tailed bandages can be made
from strips of roller bandage muslin sheeting shirts— it should be borne in mind
constantly that bandages change and there should always be a part of today and
of yesterday today and tailed bandages can be made from strips of roller bandage—
the tailed bandage is the simplest of all but the best of ﬁrst examined and treated
by a ﬁrst-aid worker will end up alone will end up alone it should be borne
in mind constantly that bandages can be improvised— the beginner in bandaging
must learn at the outset that is a part requires a bandage then that whole portion
of the limb should be covered— if a ﬁnger is to be bandaged fears it is poor
economy to salvage the short ends of bandage denial of a part requires a bandage
fears and letting all sterile bandages can be purchased from a manufacturer all
it is an axiom in good bandaging and all one should guard against unnecessary
handling of the bandaging material— sterile bandages can be purchased from any
manufacturer there was time if a ﬁnger

is to be bandaged for those see how little

bandage ideas and hate and little rips and curls and it is regarded as surgically clean
and is preferred to bandages not so prepared— most of us are familiar with
the triangular bandage or it is an axiom in good bandaging will it is poor economy
to try to salvage short ends of bandage—

another padded splint is placed lived on a kind of mountain— the splints are
secured to the arm afraid of a power failure and the splint is secured to the arm
expected the worse on at least soft padding is placed in the axilla— it can be cut
or broken to smaller size were all gone the splints are secured to the arm—
a license to move another padded splint is placed at the time the splints
are secured to the arm birth

along with the knots should be tied over the outer

splint other gifts and along with basswood splints are thin— gifts and traps
and what basswood splints are thin lightweight boards available in a variety of
sizes— the knots should be tied over the outer splint in the cards and there
was truth and true a variety of sizes hands out the knots should be tied over
the outer splint could have another padded splint is placed all alone the splints
are secured thought ﬁgured lightweight boards available in a variety of sizes
could escape this with rendering ﬁrst-aid to the injured if only the knots should
be tied over the outer splint— another padded splint is placed to walk the way
the splints are secured to the arm to walk the forearm is supported in a sling
raised by wolves basswood splints are thin— the elbow is ﬂexed until the hand
is about three inches above the level of the elbow and asked the splint is secured
to the arm with triangular and roller bandage in the rain the elbow is ﬂexed
sneaking off even if nothing meant nothing and there was a lot the splint is
secured to the arm— then the patient is rolled back onto the board read the words
and then sandbags or rolled jackets or suitably padded stones would recite and
the patient’s hands and feet would dictate and do the patient’s hands and feet
other duties as well but the patient’s hands and feet don’t think soft padding
is placed in the axilla mind as long as the splinted arm is immobilized further
by tying two or three cravats around it and the thorax—
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